
Hope Village is an orphanage in 

Namibia that, since its foundation in 

2004, has provided a home and a bright 

future for almost 100 neglected and 

underprivileged children.  Here, they 

receive more than just food and a bed; 

they grow up in a warm and loving 

environment, receiving as much 

personal attention as possible for their 

individual development and well-being. 

In particular, Hope Village supports 

children who are victims of the HIV/

AIDS pandemic. In a country like 

Namibia, where 20 % of the population 

is HIV positive, the number of AIDS 

orphans will only increase and projects 

like Hope Village become more and 

more vital.   

However in order to continue to look 

after the children currently in their 

care, Hope Village needs your help! 

Most donors prefer to donate larger 

goods like a building, a car or a washing 

machine. Unfortunately Hope Village is 

struggling to find donors willing to help 

with the most vital expenses of all, the 

day-to-day operational costs, including 

food. 

W: www.hopevillageeurope.com   

E: info@hopevillageeurope.com  

 Yes, I would like to help Hope Village with the 
sum of _____ euro per month.  
(Minimum 3 euro, Maximum 15 euro) 

Name: 
Address: 
 
Country: 
Email: 

IBAN:  
 
 
BIC:   

How did you hear about Hope Village?  
o I was a volunteer at Hope Village.  
o I was informed about Hope Village Europe 
by/through   
Please send this form to: 

Foundation Hope Village Europe 

Kinkerstraat 228-B 

1053 EN Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

Date: 
Place: 
Signature: 
 

By signing this mandate form, you authorise Foundation Hope Village Europe to send every month instructions to your bank to debit your account and 
your bank to debit your account monthly in accordance with the instructions from Foundation Hope Village Europe. As part of your rights, you are 
entitled to a refund from your bank under the terms and conditions of your agreement with your bank. A refund must be claimed within 8 weeks starting 
from the date on which your account was debited. 

Recurrent SEPA mandate 

 

The Hope Village Europe Foundation 

was created by Hope Village volunteers 

who have recognized this problem and, 

on their return home, resolved to do 

something about it.  We as volunteers 

believe that established, proven and 

well-functioning projects like Hope 

Village must have the support they 

need to continue their incredible work 

and therefore we decided to start 

supporting Hope Village financially 

with the monthly operational costs.  

Hope Village Europe donors are 

volunteers and their friends and family. 

As such you know and can track exactly 

where your money goes.  The Hope 

Village Europe Foundation is entirely 

volunteer-run, so you can be sure that 

your donations are directly invested in 

the children. Are YOU in?  

 

How can I become a donor? 

From only 3 euro’s per month you can 

support Hope Village - just by filling in 

this form.  You will receive a 

confirmation and a personal donor 

number by e-mail.  On the 1st of each 

month your donation will be debited 

from your account.  Your bank 

statement will show our SEPA ID and 

your donor number. 

SEPA ID NL40ZZZ517039710000 Donor number: WW13XXX 

           

           

           


